Abstract-New constructions of convex directions for Hurwitz-stable polynomials are obtained. The technique is based on interpretations of the phase-derivative conditions in terms of the sensitivity of the root-locus associated with the even and odd parts of a polynomial.
I. INTRODUCTION
A polynomial p(s) is called a convex direction (for all Hurwitz stable polynomials of degree n) if for any Hurwitz stable polynomial q(s) the implication q + p is Hurwitz and deg(q + p) = n 8 2 [0; 1] ) q + p is Hurwitz 8 2 (0; 1) holds. Rantzer in [12] has shown that a polynomial p(s) is a convex direction if and only if it satisfies the phase growth condition [12] , [1] The author is with the Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Bilkent University, Bilkent, 06533 Ankara, Turkey (e-mail: ozguler@ee.bilkent.edu.tr).
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where the inequality is strict if deg q(s) 2. Property (2) also given in [12] seems to be known in network theory as pointed out by [2] (see also [7] for a proof based on Hermite-Biehler theorem and [8] for related growth conditions). The phase growth condition directly gives that: i) anti-Hurwitz polynomials; ii) polynomials of degree one; iii) even polynomials; iv) odd polynomials; and v) any multiple of polynomials from i)-iv) (taken one from each set) are examples of convex directions for the entire set of Hurwitz polynomials. There are various reasons for studying the phase growth condition and convex directions in more depth. First, verifying the condition requires checking the nonnegativity of a nonlinear function of frequency at all frequencies, limiting the verification to graphical methods. Second, there has been little success in enlarging the class of Rantzer polynomials (i.e., convex directions) given in i)-v); see [3] and [9] . Third, the nature of Rantzer polynomials needs to be understood at least as well as the nature of Hurwitz stable or anti-Hurwitz polynomials. Finally, progress on local convex directions seems to require a better understanding of the phase growth condition of Rantzer and the related phase conditions as pointed out in [5] . The local problems are still not sufficiently investigated despite the existence of some geometric criteria such as in [5] or a combinatorial check as in [11] .
Below, we examine the phase growth condition from a new perspective. The point of departure is a new interpretation of the phase increasing property of a Hurwitz polynomial in terms of the "sensitivity" of some component root-loci associated with the even and odd parts of the polynomial. This clarifies the exact relation of the phase increasing property to the property of Hurwitz stability. The phase growth condition of Rantzer is then restated in terms of the sensitivity of the component root-loci in Lemma 2. It is then shown in Theorem 1 that the real negative roots of the even and odd parts of a Rantzer polynomial must be interlacing with odd multiplicities. This is a "positive pair" type of property. Finally, various techniques of construction of convex directions are obtained. Corollaries 1 and 2 show that a new convex direction can be obtained from a given convex direction by the addition of a real negative zero or a complex pair of zeros to its even (or, odd) part provided the sensitivity of the component root-loci are bounded from below at certain frequencies. The results demonstrate that the sensitivities of component root-loci are basic tools in characterizing Hurwitz stability as well as the property of being a convex direction. The Hermite-Biehler theorem, [4] , states: A polynomial q(s) is Hurwitz stable if and only if its even-odd parts (h(u); g(u)) form a positive pair.
II. HURWITZ STABLE POLYNOMIALS
The "root interlacing conditions" i) and ii) can be replaced by positivity of certain polynomials of u. Consider the polynomials We note that the necessity of the conditions ii) and iii) of Lemma 1 is essentially known since they are closely related to the phase increasing property as elaborated in Remark 3. What may be new is that the addition of i), together with the degree requirements, makes the conditions sufficient. A proof of Lemma 1 is given in [10] .
Remark 1: Variation on the Statement of Lemma 1:
Conditions ii) and iii) are equivalent to
To see that (3) implies i) and ii), note that if h(u)g(u) 0, then V sq (u) = h(u)g(u) 0 uV q (u) > 0 so that V sq (u) The root sensitivity of (K; u) (see, e.g., [6] ) is defined by jKj(du=dK), and gives a measure of the variations in the root location of (K; u) with respect to percentage variations in K. The root sensitivities of (K; u) and (K; u), respectively, are easily computed to be
Suppose all roots of h and g are real and negative. If (h; g) is a positive pair, then a plot of the root-loci of (K; u) and (K; u) for K 0
shows that the roots remain on the negative real axes and move to the left with increasing K. This implies that the sensitivities (4) are positive for all u in the root-loci. Conversely, if the sensitivities (4) are positive for all u in the root-loci, then for K 0 roots of (K; u) and (K; u) are contained in the negative real axis and they all move to the left with increasing K. This is the case only if the roots of h and g are interlacing as required in the definition of a positive pair. Note that this argument which establishes the equivalence between positivity of root sensitivities, or (3), and positive-pairness is a sketch of an alternative proof of Lemma 1. See Fig. 1 (where the dashed curves show the polynomials h(u); g(u), and ug(u) with the horizontal axes taken to be u). Using the following relations between V q (u); V sq (u), and q (!) := arg(q(j!)):
where u = 0! 2 , it is easy to see that (3) 
In terms of the sensitivities of the root-loci of (0K; u) = f(u) 0 Ke(u) and (0K; u) = ue(u) 0 Kf(u) for K 0, condition (6) becomes S p (u) 0 8u < 0 : f(u)e(u) 0 Ssp(u) 0 8u < 0 : f(u)e(u) < 0:
We can hence state the following. Lemma 2: A polynomial p(s) is a convex direction if and only if one of the equivalent conditions (1), (6), or (7) holds.
Proof: If deg p(s) 2, then the result follows by the identities (5), where p; f; e replaces q; h; g, respectively, employed in (1). If p(s) = f + se has degree one, then V p (s) = 0; V sp (s) = f e for all u < 0 so that (6) is satisfied. Condition (1) is also satisfied with equality for all ! > 0.
The root sensitivity condition (7) allows an immediate identification of a Rantzer polynomial from the root-loci of h(u) 0 Kg(u) and ug(u) 0 Kh(u). The conditions mean that the values of the real negative roots of (0K; u) and (0K; u) do not increase with in- with coprime even-odd parts (n; m). Then, all real negative roots, if any, of n(u) and m(u) have odd multiplicities and are interlacing.
Proof: Let u1 < 0 be a root of n(u) with multiplicity k 1. Since (n; m) is coprime, we have f (u 1 )e(u 1 ) 6 = 0 and hence for > 0 sufficiently small f (u 1 6)e(u 1 6) 6 = 0 and has the same sign as f (u1)e(u1). Suppose f (u1)e(u1) < 0 and consider u = u1 0. We have u 0u 1 < 0 and f (u)e(u) < 0 so that according to the fourth implication, we must have 0kuf(u)e(u)0V sp (u) 0. This inequality holds for sufficiently small only if f (u)e(u) 0 which contradicts our assumption that f (u)e(u) < 0. Suppose f (u 1 )e(u 1 ) > 0 and consider u = u 1 . We have u 0 u 1 = 0 and f (u)e(u) > 0 so that according to the first implication f (u)e(u) 0, giving a contradiction. Therefore, k must be odd. This shows that any real negative root of n(u) has odd multiplicity. In a similar manner, it is shown that any root v1 < 0 of m(u) has odd multiplicity as well.
Since k is odd, (6) applied to r(s) now gives that for all u < 0; with odd multiplicity l 1. Write r = n(u) + s(u 0 v 1 ) l m(u) for polynomial m := m=(u 0 v1) l . Then, condition (6) and a similar reasoning as above gives that there are an odd number of real roots of n(u) between every pair of distinct real negative roots of m(u). Therefore, the real negative roots of n and m are interlacing.
The necessary condition given by Theorem 1 need not be sufficient, neither does it seem possible to state a necessary and sufficient condition in terms of the algebraic properties of n and m as the values of the roots do matter. Proof: i) Let us first note that V p (u) is not identically zero since if it were, then, by coprimeness of (f; e), both f; e would be nonzero constants and deg p(s) = 1. By Lemma 2 and (6) 
We have established f (u)e(u) < 0 8u < u 1 so that U + = fu 1 u 0 : f (u)e(u) 0g, on which the right-hand side of (10) 
Such a c2 exists as kf (u)e(u) + uVp(u) has odd degree. Note that for all u < c 2 , we also have f (u)e(u) < 0 since f (u)e(u) > 0 for some u < c2 would give that Vp(u) 0 and hence kf (u)e(u) + uVp(u) > 0 contradicting (11) . Define u 1 := kc 1 +c 2 < 0. We now show that r(s) = (u0u 1 )
is Rantzer by verifying the implications (8) . By the fact that f (u)e(u) < 0 for all u < u 1 < c 2 , the fourth implication in (8) the right-hand side is nonpositive for all u u1 such that f (u)e(u) 0. Finally, to see that the first implication in (8) also holds, note that U + = fu 0 : u c 2 ; f (u)e(u) 0g by (11) . Hence, for all u 2 U+ we have kf (u)e(u) + (u 0 u1)Vp(u) = kV p (u)((u 0 u 1 =k) + ( f (u)e(u)=(V p (u))) kV p (u)((u 0 u 1 =k) + min u2U f (u)e(u)=V p (u)) kVp(u)((c2 0 u1=k) + minu2U f (u)e(u)=Vp(u)) = 0, where the second inequality follows by u c 2 and the last equality by the definition of u 1 . ii) The proof parallels the proof of i) and is omitted.
Whenever deg[f (u)e(u)] is even, U+ is an infinite interval and the minimum (9) does not exist. The following example shows that the minimum (9) may also fail to exist when f (u)e(u)=V p (u) has a pole of even multiplicity in U+. (12) exist (or the set over which the minimum is taken is empty).
Sufficiency: Suppose (12) both exist for some u 0 . Let a := 0u 0 .
By the existence of the first minimum in (12) We illustrate the constructions given in the sufficiency parts of the proofs of Corollaries 1 and 2 by the following example. The author is with the Department of Mathematics, National University of Singapore, Lower Kent Ridge, Singapore 119260 (e-mail: matchudl@ math.nus.edu.sg).
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